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About Energistics
The key messages:

1. Energistics is a member-funded, member-resourced standards development organization.
2. The standards we steward have been developed by and for the industry. This is not an academic exercise. Development is driven by industry requirements to address real-world business challenges.
Global Influence
Our flagship family of standards include RESQML (reservoir & earth models), WITSML (drilling) and PRODML (production).

As of the end of 2016, next generation versions of all 3 standards have been issued; all are based on our Common Technical Architecture which means the standard schemas may be used in any combination and with our Energistics Transfer Protocol (ETP) to address a variety of integrated operations use cases and workflows.

Collect data once, use in all three verticals

Seamless integration of subsurface data
Work together under the umbrella of the Standards Leadership Council to help us avoid overlaps, identify gaps and identify collaboration opportunities.

All work in upstream but in different areas:
- Energistics: data exchange
- PIDS: procurement/supply chain
- PODS: pipeline
- MIMOSA: facilities
- PPDM: master data management, etc.
The Value of Energistics’ Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Savings</th>
<th>Improved Productivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>» Save time when exchanging data between users, partners, service companies, operators and regulators</td>
<td>» Consistent and trusted data, using standards defined by the industry, increases efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Eliminate time lost resolving data quality issues due to incompatible formats and manual entry</td>
<td>» Standards allow legacy data to be re-used and re-analyzed using existing or newer tools and models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Minimize time spent loading and moving data from application to application</td>
<td>» Standards ensure that trusted and accurate information is available for a rapid response to any safety incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>» Standards help drive innovation and greater competition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How We Work
Small Energistics team of 8 to support Energistics membership of 100+ companies and 150-200+ volunteers in any given year.

3 ML SIGs each elect Executive Teams annually to oversee daily operations.

Cross SIG teams are composed of significant contributors who have the big picture and can guide architectural, process and other deliverables that impact all SIGs.
2 openings each for PRODML and RESQML teams; each team invites other contributors to advise on a variety of topics.
Traditionally we have focused on the DEVELOPMENT aspects of what we do and have a robust process with associated deliverables. Now we are focusing on the orange tip – ADOPTION – with the intention to develop robust processes and standard deliverables to support the industry and enable successful deployment and use of our standards.
Standards Update
Drilling Standards: WITSML™

» Consistent high-quality transfer of wellbore and drilling-related data
  • Real-time data transfer
    Reference objects – Well and Wellbore
    Growing objects – Log (time, depth), Trajectory, Mud Log, etc.
    Snapshots in time – with "report" information
  • Move well-related data between applications
  • Real-time availability of drilling operations
  • Archival history of drilling operations
Production Standards: PRODML™

» Consistent, high-quality transfer of production-related data
  • Data transfer to production surveillance centers
    Real-time measurements from sensor through analysis
    Static configurations of production and surface facilities
    Regulatory and partner reporting
    Movement of analyses from service company to operator
  • Move production-related data among databases and applications
  • Archival history of production operations
Reservoir Standards: RESQML™

- High fidelity transfer of earth model data across applications and vendors
  - Sharing earth model data across asset teams
  - Movement of data through the seismic to simulation workflow
  - All kinds of grids
  - Traceability via metadata
  - File-format-neutral archival of earth model at key decision points
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Companies immediately saw the benefits of ETP as they were working on it and adopted it for use with WITSML v1.4.1.1 to realize the real time benefits. Statoil, Baker Hughes and Kongsberg presented their work in this area at our October WITSML SIG meeting and we will soon publish a success story. We hope to work with other members to promote the work they are doing throughout the year.
Key Developments in 2016

» CTA allows data objects from different MLs to be combined seamlessly to support cross-functional workflows

» Synchronized release of new versions of WITSML, PRODML, RESQML, ETP
  • WITSML v2.0 – Common Technical Architecture, plus data assurance and other improvements
  • PRODML v2.0 – Common Technical Architecture, plus DAS and PVT and other improvements
  • RESQML v2.1 – Bug fixes

» Training, webinars and other activities to help drive standards adoption

» Fostering an open-source community around Energistics solutions
  • ETP (C++, C#, Java, JavaScript), updated XOM DevKit, PDS donated ETP DevKit, free WITSML server
2017 Plans
Main Objectives for 2017

» Focus on ADOPTION to broaden use of Energistics standards within Member companies and across the industry

» Development that will leverage member donations that add capabilities, expand use of ETP, and address issues found during testing and implementation pilots

**Vision:** Energistics standards will be ubiquitous in the upstream oil & gas industry across the entire E&P domain
Leverage a range of activities to communicate value & increase adoption

- Case studies/success stories & research/publicize use of MLs in the industry
- Communicate and evangelize benefits of MLs – papers and presentations
- Training courses and webinars
- Implementation pilots
- Sample data sets
- Certification process
- Reference implementations
- Documentation and best practices
- DevKits and other tools to ease development, deployment and use – in addition to the Standards DevKit originally developed by ExxonMobil and now maintained by Energistics, PDS has developed an ETP Devkit, Geosiris a Validator/Explorer tool for RESQML and there are other companies who have developed and donated software, code, data sets, etc.
- Update website – ease of use, “findability”
Getting Engaged
Why Should You Participate?

» Collaborate with industry leading companies in a proven anti-trust environment
» Help drive adoption of standards for the benefit of your company and the industry
» Ensure that Energistics standards address your unique business needs
» Peer recognition in the industry for your advocacy of standards, and support for your internal technical staff
» Gain access to code, sample data, support, certification and training
» Potentially save 10’s of million $$ through time saved, increased efficiency, reduced software development, etc.
What can you do?

» Join Energistics
» Join a SIG to contribute your development or business expertise
» Invite Energistics to visit with your company
» Share a success story
» Attend a training class
» Advocate others join Energistics – the more the merrier!
Q&A

For more information:
Email: info@energistics.org
Call: +1.281.243.2121
Website: www.Energistics.org
Thank you all for attending. Please take a few minutes to complete the post-webinar survey.